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Our invention relates to the production of
chemically active spectral rays and more especial
lyto means whereby chemically active rays such
. as ultra-violet rays can be produced and utilized
U

If a. voltage is connected with the electrodes
forming part of such a tube, a glow current will
pass between the electrodes which will also ionize
the mercury molecules which will now emit great

in a particularly simple, efficient and economical

quantities of intra-violet rays.

manner.

presence. in the tube, of a- gas, for instance a
rare gas, besides the metal vapor, such lamp can
be operated with alternating current and can
therefore be connected directly with any house

The favorable effects exerted by ultra-violet
rays such as are contained in sunlight in the

treatment of certain diseases and also their high

Owing to the

10

10 bactericidal power are well .known and it has . lighting system.

therefore been tried for years to provide simple

l We have further found that combined gas and

and efficient means for the artificial production

metal vapor lamps for high~capacity can be ig
nited easily without requiring a high voltage,
if the ordinary (cold) electrodes are replaced by
or combined with hot (incandescent or glow)

of such rays. The only practically useful source
of ultra-violet rays which has hitherto become
known is the so~called quartz lamp, which com
prises an electric arc formed in mercury vapor

iilling a vacuum tube whose walls preferably con

sist of quartz. Now these quartz lamps, although
being capable of producing all desirablel quanti
20 ties of ultra-violet light, involve the grave disad

vantage of requiring direct current for their op

eration, being operable with alternating current
only by way of complicated connections and spe
`cially devised apparatus, so thatv they cannot be
25 operated directly from the-house lighting system.
'I'he ignition of quartz lamps requires the pro
vision of special igniting arrangements. It is
further impossible to operate> a quartz lamp in

cathodes. We may for instance use tungsten
cathodes, but we have found it particularly con
venient to use the kind of glow cathodes known
under the name of Wehnelt cathodes, which do

not require any heating current, it being possible 20
to cause the `cathodes to-be heated by the ion

current itself upon the glow discharge having
been started by means of one of the well known

auxiliary connections. This latter mode of opera
tion is particularly recommendable if it is desired 25
to operate with direct current.
The glow cathodes may be associated with aux

iliary electrodes, each auxiliary electrode being

such manner as to produce only small quantities , ~connected across a suitable resistance with the

30 of ultra-_violet rays, as the lamp is liable to be
- extinguished belowa certain current; in other

words, it is difiicult to construct a quartz lamp`
for low capacity. Another disadvantage is some

times felt _in connection with quartz lamps, in
36 that apart from the ultra-violet light they also
emit- considerable quantities of light rays of the
visible range. 4The great intensity of ultra-violet

ray emission forbids the handling of these lamps
except by experts. On the other hand it is very
desirable indeed to provide a sourceA of ultra
violet rays which can be-handled and installed

anywhere without any danger and which can loe`
operated direct with alternating current from
the houselighting system without requiring any
special igniting means.

We have found that aso.

'

glow cathode facing it. For instancev in the case 30
of single phase alternating current two glow elec
trodes and two auxiliary electrodes will be pro
vided. Upon the. circuit being closed, a glow cur
rent will pass between the auxiliary'electrodes
and the glow cathodes, whereby these latter will 35
be heated and the lamp will be set operating. .In
asmuch, however, as now the inner resistance
of the lamp is very low as compared with the
resistance inserted between the electrodes, the
main current will ñow merely between the glow 40

cathodes, and the auxiliary ignition electrodes

will be thrown out automatically.

If current of 1

'higher voltage is used, the current impulse aris
ing when the circuit is closed will as a rulel suf
fice to set the glow cathodes operating.
_

ce of chemically ac

Glow cathodes comprising an activated„metal,

tive rays is presented in the combination of a gas

such as combinations of molybdenum or tungsten
with thorium will also be found useful in some

ñlled tube, for instance an argon or neon ñlled
tube, such as is in general use for the purposes

50 of advertising, with an admixture of metal vapor,
for instance mercury vapor, to the gas in the
`tube, the tube itself being preferably made of a

material highly pervious to'iultra-violet rays, such
as quartz, or uvlol glass, or being provided with

an Iopening closed by su'clí material.

45

cases.

Obviously a lamp as above described can also 50
be enclosed in or formed> of a material (quartz,

uvlol glass or the like), which, while being per
vious to ultra-violet rays, is'partly 'or altogether
impervious to rays of the visible range. 'I'he lamp
may also be combined with suitable ñlters of a

2
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well known kind to adapt it to all kinds of uses.
It can be installed with particular advantages
in lodgings, meeting rooms, theatres and the like,
to, purify the air without emitting visible light.

two fixed electrodes, one of which is a Wehnelt
type cathode, and a rare gas adapted to start,
a low voltage gaseous discharge and of suiii
cient intensity to increase and maintain the va
'I'he series resistance required in such cases canA por pressure and density of the mercury vapor
be accommodated in the lamp socket. In all these
cases the quantity of ultra-violet rays emitted
can be regulated with great nicety and low volt
ages can be applied without any danger‘of the
10

lamp being extinguished.
If the envelope, tube or bulb forming part of the
lamp is made of or formed with coatings or jack

in the discharge path suflicient to cause the lat

ter to support the main discharge at the starting
voltage of the lamp and thereby cause the said
vapor to emit

the desired ultra-violet rays

throughout the length of the elongated discharge
path
4. A metal vapor lamp of high capacity which

ets of partly or entirely fluorescent material, the i can be started and operated directly from ordi
lamp can also be used with advantage for adver
nary alternating house lighting voltages, com
tising purposes.
prising a vessel pervious to the desired spectral
In the drawing aiiixed to this specification rays, two fixed main discharge electrodes spaced
and forming part thereof, some forms of tubes apart and forming with the walls of said vessel
or lamps embodying our invention are illustrated
an elongated discharge path therein, at least
diagrammatically by way of example.
one of said electrodes being of the Wehnelt type,
In the drawing-_
20
an inert gas atmosphere, and a source oi metallic
Fig. 1 shows a tubular lamp I, filled with a rare vapor; the latter electrode in cooperation with
gas or gases, to which is admixed a metal vapor
the gas atmosphere being capable of starting and
such as mercury vapor, 2,2 are glow cathodes
maintaining a heavy current low voltage gaseous

supplied with alternating current.
25

discharge between said electrodes, thereby form

Fig. 2 illustrates a similar arrangement in

which auxiliary electrodes 3,3 are associated with
the glow cathodes 2, the auxiliary electrodes be
ing arranged in close juxtaposition to the glow
cathodes, so as to heat them up when heated by
30 the current.

,

In the modification illustrated in Fig. 3, 4,4
are glow cathodes of a diiîerent kind, yand 5,5
are the auxiliary or ignition electrodesl associ
ated with them. A suitable resistance 6 is in
35 serted in the circuit including the auxiliary elec

trodes. The fluorescent material may be enclosed
in said envelope.
Various changes may be made in the details
disclosed in the foregoing specification without
departing from the invention or sacrificing the
advantages thereof.
We claim:

-

1. A spectral ray lamp comprising an evacu
ated envelope forming an enclosed elongated dis
45 charge path, two ñxed electrodes therein, one of

which is a Wehnelt type cathode, and a low pres
sure gaseous atmosphere comprising a rare gas

adapted to support a heavy current discharge,
and a source of metallic vapor normally incapa
50 ble of supporting a low voltage vdischarge in the

envelope, the said discharge through the rare
gas being adapted to raise the vapor pressure
of the metallic vapor and the ionization of the
same suiliciently to cause the metallic vapor to
55 carry and maintain the discharge and become the
main source of the emitted spectral rays.

`

2. A spectral ray lamp comprising an evacu
ated vessel forming an enclosed elongated dis
charge path containing a source of metallic va
60 por adapted when excited to emit rays within
the desired range of the spectrum, two ñxed
electrodes, ore of which is a Wehnelt type cath
ode, and an inert gas adapted to support a low
voltage gaseous discharge to increase and main
65 tain the vapor pressure and the density of the
metallic vapor in the discharge "path to cause the
latter to support and maintain the main dis

charge at the low voltage of the lamp and there
by cause the vapor in said elongated path to
Y
70 emit the desired spectral rays.
3. A spectral ray lamp comprising an evacu
ated vessel forming an enclosed elongated dis
charge path containing a source of mercury va

por adapted when excited to emit ultra-violet
75 rays within the desired range of the spectrum.

ing an enclosed luminous gas column therebe

25

tween, the said gas discharge being adapted to
raise the pressure of said metallic vapor and its

density throughout the elongated discharge path
sufñciently to cause the vapor to support said low
voltage discharge throughout a range of intensi 30
ties as the desired main source of spectral radia

tion.
5. A metal vapor lamp of high capacity which
can be started and operated directly from ordi
nary alternating house lighting voltages, corn 35
prising a vessel pervious to the desired spectral
rays, two iixed main discharge electrodes spaced
apart and forming with the walls of said vessel
an elongated discharge path therein, at least one

of said electrodes being a Wehnelt type cathode,
an auxiliary electrode adjacent said cathode, an
inert gas atmosphere, and a source of metallic
vapor the pressure of which increases with rise

in temperature; said cathode in cooperation with
the gas atmosphere and said auxiliary electrode 45
being capable of starting and >maintaining a
heavy current, low voltage gas discharge between
said electrodes thereby forming an enclosed lumi
nous gas column between the main electrodes
adapted to raise the pressure of said metallic va

por and its density throughout the main dis
charge path sufiiciently to cause it to support
said low voltage discharge as the desired main
source of spectral radiation.
6. A metal»vapor lamp comprising a vessel
adapted to provide a discharge path defined by the
walls of said vessel, a Wehnelt type cathode and
a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite ends
of said path, and a filling of inert gas and metal
vapor; the normal electron emission of said cath 60
ode and the pressure of inert gas being adapted
to start and support a low voltage gaseous dis
charge in said path, the said gaseous discharge

being adapted to raise the metal-vapor density
throughout the path sutlìciently to make the
metal vapor the main source of emitted rays.

7. A, metal-»vapor lamp comprising a vessel
adapted to provide an elongated discharge path
deñned by the walls of said vessel, said walls be~
ing transparent to the desired rays, electrodes 70
disposed at'opposite ends of said 'path one at
least being a Wehnelt type cathode adapted to
operate with substantially no cathode fall, and a
iilling of inert gas and metal vapor in said ves

sel; the normal electron emission of said cathode 75

'
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and the pressure of inert gas being adapted to
start and support a low voltage gaseous discharge
in said path, the said gaseous discharge being
adapted to form a luminous column having sum
cient current density to raise the metal-vapor

3

mercury vapor, the normal electron emission or
said cathode andthe preßure of inert gas being
adapted to start and support a low voltage" gas
eous discharge in said path, the said '.gaseous

discharge being adapted to raise the mercury
density throughout the path suliiciently to make o vapor density throughout the path sumciently to

the metal vapor the main source oi.' emitted rays.

15

8. A metal vapor lamp comprising an elon
gated vessel, a ñlling of rare gas and metallic
vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the
main source of spectral ray emission, and -two
ñxed main discharge electrodes. at least one of
which is a Wehnelt type cathode, spaced apart
in said vessel to form therebetween a luminous

discharge column deñned by the vessel wall, said
rare gas being adapted to start and support a

discharge therethrough of suilicient current
density to raise the density of the metallic vapor
throughout the said column and to such an
extent that the metallic vapor becomes the main
source of the rays emitted by said lamp.
9. A metal vapor lamp comprising an elon
gated vessel, a ñlling of rare gas and metallic

vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the

25 A'main source of spectral ray emission, and two'
iixed main discharge electrodes, at least one of
which is a Wehnelt type cathode, spaced apart
in said vessel to form therebetween a luminous
30

discharge column deñned by the vessel wall.
l0. A mercury vapor lamp comprising a ves

make the mercury vapor the main source of emit
ted rays and luminescent material enclosed inA
said vessel.
14. A metal vapor lamp comprising an elon 1o

gated vesse1,-«a iilling of rare gas and metallic
vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the
main source of spectral ray emission, and two
fixed main” discharge electrodes, at least one of
which is an activated cathode, spaced apart in 13
said vessel to form therebetween a luminous
discharge> column defined by the vessel wall. -

l5. A metal vapor lamp comprising an elon
gated `vessel, a filling of rare gas and metallic

vapor,'the latter constituting, in operation, the
main source of spectral ray emission, and two

ñxed main discharge electrodes, at least one of
which is an activated thermionic cathode, spaced
apart in said vessel to i’orm therebetween a

Aluminous discharge column deñned by the vessel16. A metal vapor lamp comprising an elon- i

gated vessel, a illling of rare gas and metallic

vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the

vmain source of spectral ray emission, and two
sel adapted to provide a discharge path deñned tlxed main discharge electrodes, at least one of
by the walls of said vessel, a Wehnelt type cath-. which is an activated cathode, spaced apart in
ode and a cooperating electrode disposed at _ said vessel to form therebetween a luminous dis
opposite ends of said path, and a ñlling of in
charge column deñned by the vessel wall and
35 ert gas and mercury vapor; the normal electron means
for causing an auxiliary lstarting dis
emission of said cathode and the pressure of charge in the vicinity of said cathode.
inert gas being- adapted to s'tart and support a
17. A metal vapor lamp comprising an elon
low voltage gaseous discharge in said path, the gated vessel, a ñlling of rare gas and metallic
said gaseous discharge being adapted to raise vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the
the mercury vapor density throughout the path main source of spectral ray emission, and two
sufficiently to make the mercury vapor the main ñxed main discharge electrodes, at least one of
source of emitted rays.
f
which is an activated cathode, spaced apart in
ll. A mercury vapor lamp comprising a vessel said vessel to form therebetween a luminous

adapted to provide a discharge path deñned by

the walls of said vessel, a Wehnelt type cathode
and a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite
ends of said path, a ñlling of inert gas and mer
cury vapor, the normal electron emission of said
cathode and the pressure of inert gas being
adapted to start and support a low voltage gas
eous discharge in said path, the said gaseous

discharge being adapted to raise the mercury
vapor density throughout the path sufliciently to

discharge column defined by the vessel wall,
means for causing an auxiliary starting dis
charge in the vicinity of said cathode and lumi

nescent material disposed in the path of said
spectral ray emission.
18. A mercury vapor lamp comprising a vessel

adapted to provide a discharge path deñned byk
the walls of said vessel, an activated cathode and

a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite ends

make the mercury vapor the main source of
55 emitted rays and a luminescent material dis

of said path, and a iilling of inert gas and mer
cury vapor; the normal electron emission of said
cathode and the pressure of inert gas being

12. A mercury vapor lamp comprising a vessel

adapted to start and support a low voltage gas
eous discharge in said path, the said gaseous dis»
charge being adapted to raise the mercury vapor

posed in the path of said rays'.

adapted to provide a discharge path deñned by
the walls of said vessel, a Wehnelt type cathode
and a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite
ends of said path, a filling of inert gas and mer
cury vapor, the normal electron emission of said
cathode and the pressure of inert gas being
adapted to start and support a low voltage gas
eous discharge in said. path, the said gaseous

discharge being adapted to raise the> mercury
vapor density throughout the path suiiiciently
to make the mercury vapor the main source of
emitted rays and a coating of luminescent ma

70

terial on said vessel.

'

13. A mercury vapor lamp comprising a vessel
adapted to provide a discharge path defined by
the Walls of said vessel, a Wehnelt type cathode
and a cooperating electrode disposed at oppo
site ends of said path, a iilling of inert gas and

ce!

density throughout the path suil‘lciently to make
the mercury vapor the main source of emitted
rays.

19. A mercury vapor lamp comprising a vessel

adapted to provide a discharge path defined by
the walls of said vessel, an activated cathode and
a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite ends
of said path, a filling of inert gas and mercury
vapor, the normal electron emission of said cath
ode and the pressure of inert gas being adapted
to start and support a low voltage gaseous dis
charge in said path, the said gaseous discharge
being adapted to raise the mercury vapor density
throughout the path suiiiciently to make the mer

w

cury vapor the main source of emitted rays and

luminescent material enclosed in said vessel.

20. A metal-vapor lamp comprising a vessel 25

4

- aleman

adaptedtoprovidea dischargepathdeiined by
the walls of said vessel. an activated cathode and

a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite ends
oi’ said path, a nlling of inert gas and metal vapor,
the normal electron emission of said cathode and
the‘pressure of~inert gas being adapted to start
and support a` low voltage gaseous Vdischarge in
said path,- the said gaseous dischargebeing adapt
ed to raise the metal-vapor density throughout
the path sufficiently to make the metal vapor the
mainsource of emitted rays and a luminescent
material disposed in thepath ofsaid rays. «

2l. A metal-vapor lamp comprising a vessel
adapted to provide a discharge path deilned by
walls of said vessel, an activated cathode and
15 the
a cooperating electrode disposed at opposite ends
of said path, and a iilling of inert gas and metal
vapor; the normal electron> emision of said cath
ode and the pressure of inert gas being adapted
to start and support a low voltage gaseous dis
charge in said path, the said
discharge

being adapted to raise the metal-vapor density

24.Amercuryvapos‘lampansiosi-`

gatedvesseLaiillingofraregasandmmun-y
vapor, the latter constitutinminoperaüinthe
mainsourceoispectralrayenisimandtvo
ilxedmaindischarge electrodes.atlesstoneof

whichlsanactivated cathode,spacedapartin
saidvesseltoi'ormther'ebetweenalumlnousdis

chargecolumndeiinedbythevesselwalLssid

raregasbeingadaptedtostartandsupport'a‘
discharge therethrough of sumelmt current

densityto'raisethedenmtyoithemercuryvapor
throughoutthesaid columnandtosuchanextent
thatthemercuryvaporbecomes the‘xnainsouree
oftheraysemittedbysaidlamp.
25. Amercury vaporlampcomprisinganelon 15

gatedvesseLa?ilingoiraregasandmercury
vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the

mainsourceotspectrairay

,andtwo

ñxed main discharge electrodes, at least one of

whichisawehnelttypecathode,spaeed apartin
said vesselto form therebetween ahnninous dis
charge columndeiinedbythevessel wall.'

26.A mercury_vapor lamp comprising an
„ elongated vessel, a iilling of rare gas and mer
metal vapor the main source of emitted rays.
22. A metal-vapor lamp comprising a vessel cury vapor, the latter constituting, in operation,

` throughout the path sufficiently to make the

adapted to provide an elongated discharge path
deiined by the walls of said vessel, said walls being
t to the'desired rays, electrodes dis
posed at opposite ends of saidpath one at least

bein', Van activated cathode' adapted to operate
with substantially no cathode fall, and a iilling of
inert gas and'metal vapor in said vessel; the'

normal electron emission of said cathode and
the pressure of inert gas being adapted to start
and support a' low voltage gaseous discharge vin

said path, the said gaseousdischarge being adapt

themainsourceoispectralray emission, andtwo

iixedmaindischargeelectrodœatleastoneot

which is an activated cathode, spaced apart in
said .vessel to form therebetween a luminous dis

charge column defined by the vessel wall.
27. A mercury vapor lamp comprising an elon

gated vessel, a'illling o: rare gas and'memury
vapor, the latter constituting. in operation, the

.mainsourceofspectralrayemissiomtwoilxed
main discharge

, at least one ot which

is a Wehnelt typeïßihßde', spaced apart in said
>vessel to form therebetween Aa linninous dischargev
column deiined by the veïœelwall and fluorescent'

is

ed to form a luminous column having sußicient
current density to raise the metal-vapor density
throughout the path
tly to make the material disposedinthepathotsaidspectralray
metal vapor the main source of emitted'rays. '

23. A m‘etal vapor lamp comprising an elon

-gated vessel, a iilling of'rare gasand metallic

emission.

‘

l

28. amercmvawrlamvcomprisinganelom'

gated vessel. a nlling otrare‘gas and mercury

vapor, the latter constituting, in operation, the vapor; the latter constituidng, in operation; the
main source of spectral ray emission, and' tvsroV main source oi speetralray emissiom‘two nxed

ilxed
discharge electrodes, at least 'one o! malindischargeelectrodes,atleastoneotwhich.v45
which ies‘anV activated cathode, Aspaced apart in -isanactivatedcathode;spacedapartinsaid
vessel to torm'tberebdveenaluminous discharge
said vessel to torni.v therebetween a luminous dis
and fluorescent
charge column de'il'ned by thevessel wall, s'ail'i- column donned by the
rare gasbemsadapted'to start and support a 'material disposed in‘ the path of ‘said spectral
discharge therethrough of sulllcient ' current

ray emission.

‘

density to raise the density o! the metallic vapor'
thrwghout the said column and to such au ex
tent that the metallic vapor becomes the main

soin-ceoftheraysemittedbysaidlamp.
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